Coleman Large 2-Mantle Propane Lantern

*Fuel is not included*

General Description
Keep your basecamp or campsite lit with this stable propane lantern. The light is fully adjustable, and it comes with a carrying case. **Does not come with propane.**

Features
- Lantern collar for protection
- Adjustable light level
- Carrying handle and case

Specifications
- Brightness outputs:
  - High: 967 Lumens - 7 hours
- Weight: 3.5lbs
Instructions for Use/Setting Up
Please see separate document for safety warnings and instructions for use. The specific lantern model may differ from the manual on the website, but the setup of the mantles and the lighting of the lantern follow the same process. There are also videos available online that may provide additional guidance for lighting two-mantle propane lanterns.

Reviews*
“Lantern is bright and easy to light”
“Easy to use”

*See https://www.walmart.com/ip/Coleman-5155-Series-2-Mantle-QuickPack-Propane-Lantern-with-Case/21156001#about-item for complete reviews

To Rent:
To rent this piece of equipment, please go to this webpage: https://www.unlv.edu/campusrec/outdoor-adventures. Scroll to the bottom of the page, and fill out the reservation form. Fill the form out after it is downloaded, or it will not save your information. Email the completed reservation form to srwc.oa@unlv.edu.

Make sure to review the rental policies before signing the form. If you have questions about the rental policies or the equipment itself, please email us at srwc.oa@unlv.edu or call us at 702-774-7130.